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Introduction. This paper contains a detailed discussion with proofs of results

announced in [4].

Let M" and N" be n-manifolds without boundary, and let f:M"->N" be con-

tinuous. The map/is open if, whenever U is open in M",f(U) is open in N"; it

is light if, for every y e/V", dim (f~l(y)) ^0. For n ^ 2 there is a canonical

light open map 7n>d:£',->i;"givenbyF„,lJ(x1,x2,...,x„) = (uuu2,x3,--,xn), where

"i +iu2 = (x1 +ix2)d      (i = J-l; d= 1,2,—).

For n = 2 it is well known that a nonconstant complex analytic function is

open and light. Conversely, Stoilow [12] proved that every light open map is

locally topologically equivalent to an analytic map, and thus to some F2d

(d = 1,2,..-). In fact (1.10), if M2 is compact and/is C2 and open, then/has

this canonical structure. The main object of this paper is to prove (2.1) that the

corresponding conclusion holds for arbitrary n (n^ 2), if we first remove an

exceptional set of dimension at most n — 3. Examples are given, especially in §3,

showing that the exceptional set and some of the hypotheses used are necessary.

Definition. As in [5] the branch set Bf is the set of points in M" at which/

fails to be a local homeomorphism.

Notation. If/:£"-+£p is C, then f¡ will be the ith component real-valued

function, and Djf¡ will be the first partial derivative of ft with respect to its jth

coordinate. If y is a point in E", then yt will be its ith coordinate. The symbols

M" and N" will refer to manifolds of dimensions n and p, respectively. The

statement that/:M"^>N"is Cm will imply that the manifolds are also

Cm. The set of points in M" at which the Jacobian matrix of/ has rank at most

q will be denoted by Rq.

The closure of a set X is denoted by C1[Z] or X, its interior by int X, and the

restriction of/to X by/| X. A map is a continuous function, the distance between

the points x and y is d(x, y), and S(x,e) = {y:d(x,y) < e}.

1. General results.

1.1. Lemma. Let h:E"^Ep, heCm (m = 1,2, ■■■), and let the rank of the

Jacobian matrix of h at x be at least q (q = l,2,---,n-l). Then there exist

open neighborhoods U of x and V of h(x), and  Cm   dijfeomorphisms   (onto)
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fc1: £ -*U  and  k2:V^>Ep such  that  k2hkl,  call   it  g,  has the following

properties :

(1) For each (p — q)-plane a given by g¡ constant (i = 1,2,■■•,q), g~l(a)

is a (single) (n — q)-plane given by x¡ constant (j = l,2,---,q).

(2) For each x in g_1(a), the rank of the Jacobian matrix of g at x is s if

and only if the rank of the Jacobian of g\g~i(a) at x is s — q (s = q,q + 1, ••■,

min (n,p)).

Proof. By reordering the variables, both dependent and independent, we may

suppose that the determinant det[£)Jñi](x) # 0 (i,j = 1,2, •••, q). Let IF be a

neighborhood of x such that det[D,-h,] # 0 on all of W, and let h : lF-> Eq be

defined by h¡ = n¡ (i = 1,2, •••, q). Since h has maximal rank at every point of W,

we may apply the rank theorem [7, pp. 273-274]. Thus, there exists an open

n-cell U in IF about x and C diffeomorphisms kl:En^U and fc: h(U)^>Eq

such that (fc"nfc1)i(x1,x2,..-,x„) = xi (i-1,2,-,?). Using V= h(U) x Ep~q,

kf(x) = k¡(xx,x2,---,xq) (i = 1,2, — ,«), and k2(x) = xi (i = q + l,q + 2,---,p),

conclusion (1) follows.

Given x e £", let s be the rank of the Jacobian matrix of g at x. If a is the (p — in-

coordinate plane containing g(x), then J = (Djg&x)) (i = q + i,q + 2, ■••,p;

j = q + \,q + 2, ■•-,«) is the Jacobian matrix of g\g~1(a) (as a map into a) at x.

Since (by (1)) Djgi(x) = 0 (i = 1, 2, •■•, q; j = q + 1, q+2,-,n), and

det(Djg,(x))#0 (i,j= 1,2, •••,<?), J has rank s - q, yielding (2). (Clearly, the

same result holds if we interpret g \g~l(a) as a map into Ep.)

Remark. If p = n and if /| U has Jacobian determinant non-negative or

nonpositive, then, for each (n — q)-céll y given by conclusion (1), f\y (i.e., g\y)

has Jacobian determinant non-negative or nonpositive (not "respectively,"

in general). In particular, if q = n — I, then each map/|y is monotone.

1.2. Remark. // A is a compact set contained in E" = E"~r x £r, and if

dim(A n(£""r x {x})) ^q-rfor each x in Er, then dim A  ^ q.

Let g:E"~r x £r->£rbe the projection map, and let/ be the restriction of g

to A. The proof, pointed out to the author by E. Connell, follows from an appli-

cation of [9, pp. 91-92].

The following result is related to Sard's theorem [11].

1.3. Proposition. 7/ f:M"->Np, f and the manifolds are C, then

dim(f(Rq)) s; q (where Rq is the set of points of M" at which the Jacobian

matrix of f has rank at most q).In particular, dim(/(M")) ^ n.If fis also light

then dim(R?) ^ q.

Proof. Clearly, it is sufficient to prove the theorem for f:E"-* Ep. If

A; is the set of critical points of/ (the points at which all first partials are zero),

then the measure of f¡(X¡) is zero [10, p. 68, (4.3)] (/ = 1, 2, —,p). Thus,

dim(f^pi=1f(Xi)) ̂ 0. Since R0 = f^-Ai,   it   follows   that   dim(/(R0)) á 0.
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(In fact, for each u in / (R0), there exists a coordinate p-cube C containing u

such that the  sides   of C  are  coordinate  (p — l!)-planes,   diam(C) < e,   and

/(Ro)nbdyC = 0.)

The proposition follows for p = 1 and all n and q ; we proceed by induction on p.

Since each Rq is closed, f(Rq) is the countable union of compact sets; thus it is

sufficient to prove that dim(f(Rq —R0)) & q, i.e.,to prove the result in the case

that the rank is at least one at each point. Furthermore, it suffices to prove the

conclusion for/| U, where U is the open set given by (1.1) for /, q = 1, and an

arbitrary point x. For each (n — l)-cell y given in (1.1) and each point x of

Pq f> V> f\7 (as a map into the corresponding (p — l)-cell) has rank at most q — 1

at x. From the inductive hypothesis, dim(f(Rq Hy)) ^ q — 1. Thus f(Rq n (7)

meets each (p — l)-cell of (1.1) in a set of dimension at most q — 1. Since Rqr¡U

is the countable union of compact sets, it follows from (1.2) that

dim (f(Rq nU))Sq; thus dim(f(Rq)) ̂  q.
If/is also light, then by [9,pp. 91-92] dim (Rq) ̂  dim (f(Rq)). The condition

that/eC" is necessary [17] in the above result for p = 1.

The following result is, for open maps, an extension of the inverse function

theorem.

1.4. Theorem. Let f : E" -* E" be open and C. If the rank of the Jacobian

matrix off at x is at least n — 1, then f is locally a homeomorphism at x. In

other words, Bf c R„-2.

Proof. For n = 1, the openness alone implies that/ is a homeomorphism into.

For n > 1, let U be the neighborhood of x given by (1.1) for q = n — 1, and let

y be one of the l-cells. Since f(y) is contained in a 1-cell, and since the restriction

f\y is open [20, p. 147, (7.2)], f\y is a homeomorphism (into). Thus, f\ U is

one-to-one and open, so that x $ Bf.

1.5. Corollary. Iff:M"-+Nn,fopen and C", then dim(f(Bf)) ^ n - 2. ///

is also light, then dim(Bf) g n — 2.

The proof follows from (1.2) and (1.4).

1.6. Corollary. Letf:M" -+ N", f light and C. Then f is open if and only

ifBfczRn_2.

Proof. If B¡ c R„_2, then dim(/(Bf)) ^ n - 2 by ( 1.2) ; thus/is open [5, p.531,

(2.4)].
A sufficient condition for openness was given in [14] by Titus and Young.

We observe that (for feC) the condition is necessary, and give an independent

proof of the sufficiency.

1.7. Corollary. Letf:E"^>E" be C and light. Then f is open if and only

if the Jacobian determinant J is non-negative or nonpositive everywhere.
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Proof. If/ is open, then, by (1.3) and (1.6), àim(Bf) ^ n — 2; thus J does

not change sign.

Suppose that J = 0 (or J ^ 0). If the rank of the Jacobian matrix of/ at x is

(at least) n — 1, then (from the remark after (1)) /| U is one-to-one. For each

closed n-cell C in U,f\ C is a homeomorphism onto its image; thus/|int C is a

homeomorphism onto its image, which is open by the theorem on invariance of

domain. It follows that x $ Bj-. Since Bfc Rn-2, the conclusion follows from (1.6).

1.8. Theorem.   // f:M"-> N", M" compact, f open and C, then f is light.

In fact,/is a pseudo-covering map [5, pp. 529 and 531, (2.4)].

Proof. By (1.5) dim(f(Bf)) ^ n — 2. By the second paragraph of the proof

of [5,p. 531, (2.4)] the restriction off to M"-/_1(/(Br)) is a fc-to-1 covering

map for some fc.

Suppose that for some y in f(Bf),f~1(y) contains at least fc + 1 distinct points

y (i = 1,2, —,k + ï). Then there exist disjoint open neighborhoods

Ul of these points and fy¡Z{f(U') is an open set; thus it meets N" —f(Bf),

yielding a contradiction.

Remark. This result contrasts with the examples by R.D. Anderson [1; 2]

of monotone open (not C) maps. The compactness of the domain is necessary,

as we see in (3.6).

1.9. Corollary. ///:£"->£" is a C light open map, then point inverses are

isolated. Moreover, iff:S"-*S" is C" open with (Brouwer) degree d, then, for

each peS",f~1(p) has at most \d\ points and \d\ is the least such number.

Proof. The first conclusion follows from (1.3), (1.6), and [5, p. 530, (2.2)].

For the second, since the Jacobian determinant is non-negative or nonpositive [17],

/_1(p) has precisely | d \ points, for each p e S" — f(Bf). In fact, / is a |<i|-to-l

pseudo-covering map, and the rest of the conclusion follows from the proof of (1.8).

The corollary is related to [16, p. 329, Theorem A and p. 335, (6a)].

1.10. Stoilow ([12]; cf. [20, p. 198, (5.1)]) proved that a light open map

f:M2-*N2 is locally at each point topologically equivalent to the complex

analytic map g(z) — zd (d = 1,2, •••). (Manifolds are assumed to be without

boundary.) For completeness we give now an independent proof in the case

that feC2. In particular, from (1.7) follows the apparently new result that: If

f:M2 -* N2, M2 compact, / open and C2, then/has that local structure.

By (1.5) dim(f(Bf)) ^ 0. Given any x in Bf, by restriction [5, p. 529, (1.4) and

its proof] there exists a pseudo-covering map g such that its domain F is a com-

pact connected neighborhood of x in E2, g( V) is a closed topological disk D, and

(bdy D)r\g(Bg) = 0. We may also suppose [5, p. 530, (2.2), conclusion (1)]

that g~l(g(x)) = x. Since each component off~l(bdy D) ( = bdy V) is a simple

closed curve, Fis a disk-with-holes.
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Let U be an open 2-cell about x in int V. Let h be a pseudo-covering map given,

as above, for g\U and x; call its domain E and its range disk D'. If bdy E

(=/_1 (bdy £)')) had two or more components (simple closed curves), then U

would contain a disk whose image under g contained D — int(D'), contradicting

the fact that U <=. int V. Thus £ is a topological closed disk itself.

If Bh contains a point y#x, let y be an arc in D'-h(Bh), separating int(D')into

two components X and Y such that h(x)eX and h(y)eY. Then h~\y) con-

sists of k mutually disjoint arcs, where k is the degree of h, and thus it separates

int E into k + 1 components. Precisely one of these components has image X

(since n_1(n(x)) = x), so that the other k have image Y, contradicting the fact

that Y meets h(Bh).

Thus {x} = BA, and the conclusion is evident.

2. The structure theorem. In this section we give a structure theorem for

differentiable open maps defined on compact manifolds, or (more generally)

differentiable light open maps defined on arbitrary manifolds, comparing them

with the maps F„id defined in the introduction.

2.1. Theorem. Let /:M"->N" be C and open (n^2); let M" be compact,

or let f be light. Then there exists a closed set E, dim Eán-3, such that for

each x in Mn— E there exists a neighborhood U of x on which f is topologically

equivalent to one of the canonical maps Fnd(d = 1,2, •••). Moreover, E is nowhere

dense in Bf unless fis a local homeomorphism.

Trivial examples show that "topologically equivalent" cannot be replaced by

"diffeomorphically equivalent." The hypothesis that / is C results from the

use of (1.3).

Proof. Since/ is light (1.8), dim(.R„_3) g n - 3 (1.3); thus the set E may as

well include R„-3. To prove the first part of the theorem we may suppose that

n S; 3 and that the rank of the Jacobian matrix is at least n — 2 at every point.

For each x in Bf the restriction f\ U of/to some neighborhood U of x has the

structure of (1.1), where q = n — 2 and p = n. (We may as well suppose that/| U

is the g of (1.1).) Thus the domain and range of f\ U are E"= E "_2x C, where

C is the complex plane; for each ue£n~"2the restriction of/to the plane {v} x C

islightandopen[20,p. 147,(7.2)].By(1.6)B/c:Än_2,andby(l.l)ÄB_2n({t)}xC)

is the set of points at which/|({y} x C) has rank 0; thus (1.3)

dim(/(B/|(WxC)))^0

and dim(f(Bf))^n-2.

The rest of the proof of the first conclusion uses only the topological properties

of f\ U found above, and not the differentiability of f\ U.

Let A be a closed n-cell such that x e int A and A cz U. Since dim(/(Br)) ^ n - 2,

there exists [5, p. 529, (1.4)] a connected open neighborhood V of x such that
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the restriction of/ to F is a pseudo-covering map g, and F<=int A. Choose

\'eEn~2 so that f(x) is in the plane {w} x C of (1.1). Since Cl[g(£g]

c f(Bf C\A), Cl[g(B9)] meets {w} x C in a compact set of dimension 0. Let G

be an open disk with center g(x),

Gc=g(V)n({w}xC).

Let L be any straight line in {h>} x C through g(x), and [9, p. 22, (D)] let a and b be

points on opposite sides of LC\G from g(x), a and b disjoint from

({w} x C) nCl[g(ßff)]. It follows from [9, p. 48, Corollary 1] that there exist

arcs r; joining a to b, T¡ disjoint from ({w} x C) O Cl[g(,B9)] (i = 1,2), T, — {a, b}

contained in one component of G — L, and T2 — {a, b} in the other.

Then T, ur2 bounds a topological closed disk DcC such that g(x) e {w} x (int D),

{w} x D a g(V), and {w} x (bdy D) is disjoint from the 0-dimensional set

({w} x C) nCl[g(B9)]. Thus, for all w sufficiently near w, the corresponding-

disks {w} x £) will also be disjoint from Cl[g(59)]. Let T"-2be such a small

closed (n - 2)-cell in £"~2 for which weint(T""2) and T"~2 x D c g(F). The

restriction of g to the component of g-1 (T"~2 x D) containing x is also a

pseudo-covering map ; for convenience we now call this map g, and its domain V.

Each set g-1({w} x D) is the closure of a region in the plane, each boundary

component a simple closed curve. Thus, each g~l({w} x D) is homeomorphic to

the same disk-with-holes H, and we will denote g~1({w} x D) by Hw.

For each w in Tn~ 2, let g | H™ be denoted by gw; and let its branch set be denoted

by B(gw). Clearly, (Jß(gw) c B9- Suppose that xeint W but x ^B(gw). Choose

an open neighborhood A of xinint Fsuchthatgw|(An//w)is a homeomorphism.

Let ñ be a pseudo-covering map whose domain contains x and is contained in N.

Then the degree of h is one, and h is a homeomorphism; therefore, x$Bg. As

a result, \JwB(gw) = Bg.

For each w in T" 2, the light open map gw is topologically equivalent to a

simplicial map [20, p. 198, (5.1)], and it follows from [17] that for some fixed

natural number K depending only on H, B(gw) contains at most K points.

Let a(w) be the number of branch points in Hw (I ^ a(w) :g K). Let F be any open

set in T"~2, and let y in F be a point at which the function a is maximal on Y. Let

pl be the points of B(g), and let P' be mutually disjoint sets open in Hy such that

P'n^CffpÓ) ={y} (¿,; = l,2,-,fli(y); note that pl may be in g'l(g(p}))

for i¥=j). There exists a disk {y} x D' such that g(p')e{y} x (int(D'));

{y} x D' c {y} x D; and if J1 is the component of g_1({y} x D') containing p\

then J' <=P'[20, p. 131,(4.41)]. Since g is a pseudo-covering map, J' is a topolo-

gical 2-disk, and g\J' is topologically equivalent to the analytic map u(z) = zd

(d = 2,3,-).

Since g(Bg) is compact and (JwB(gw) = B9, there exists a closed (n — 2)-cell

Wl c F, y eint (Wl), such that g(B(gv)) is disjoint from {y} x bdy (Dl) for all
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ye Wl. If S' is the component of g~l(W x Dl) containing p\ we may suppose

that W is chosen small enough that S' O Hw is connected for all weW1 and that

the Sl are mutually disjoint (i = l,2,-,a(y)). If W = (^¡in^W'), then

B9n//wcU¡Sí(¿ = l,2,-,a(y);w6l^).

Suppose that for some we W\ B(gK)riSl = 0; then since g|S'is a pseudo-

covering map and {w} x D' is simply connected, g\(Hw OS"), and thus g|S',

has degree 1 (i.e., is a homeomorphism). Since p'eBgnS\ B(gw)C\S'^ 0,

for all iv e W. Because of the choice of y and the fact that the S' are mutually

disjoint, each set B(gw) OS;( = BgnS' r\Hw) (i = 1,2, -,a(y)) is a single point.

Let p': IT x £)' -» H7' be the projection map, and let p1' = p1' | g(£g n Sl). Then

/?' is continuous, and one-to-one ((ß')~1(w) is the single point of

g(BgnS')n ({w} x £>')). Since g(Bgr\S') is compact, /?' is a homeomorphism

onto W\ Let rf' be the distance from g(Bg C\ S') to W' x bdy (D), and let A' be the

closed disk of radius dl and center 0 in C. Let a' : W x A' -» W x D1 be the map

defined by o\w,x) = (ßl)_1(w) + (0,x), where + is vector addition, 0 is the

origin of £"~2, and xeD' (in C = E2). Since ol is continuous and one-to-one,

W x A' is compact, a' is a homeomorphism (into). Since a '(W ' x {0}) = g(Bg n S),

it follows from the theorem on invariance of domain that g(Bg n S') is a tamely

embedded (n - 2)-cell. By [5, p. 533, (4.1)] g\S' (i.e., /|S*) is topologically

equivalent to £„>d, for some d (d = 2, 3, •••).

Let Qnint(7n_2) be the maximal open set (possibly empty) such that

g^[ ̂_1(Q x £)) is locally, at each point, topologically equivalent to one of the maps

Fnd. To review, we have seen that, for every open set Y in int(7""2), there

exists (of course) a point y e Y such that a(y) 2; <x(w) for all w e Y ; moreover, that

there is an open neighborhood W of y with Wc Q. Thus Q.C\Y=£ 0. Since Y is an

arbitrary open set in int(7"-2),Í2 is a dense open set in int(7"-2). Therefore

[9, p. 44, Theorem IV 3] its complement F in int(7"-2) has dimension at most n — 3

Let E be the set of points of Bg in g-1({w} x uitD) for weF, and let

7r:intF^int(7""2) (intF= g~1(int(7"~2) x into)) be the projection map. Then

n(E) = F, and, since dim(B(gw)) = 0, dim(7t-1(w)) = 0 for all weF. Since g\mtV

is a pseudo-covering map, n is a closed map and by [9, pp. 91-92] dimEg n — 3

This completes the proof of the first conclusion.

For the second conclusion, we will suppose throughout that Bfj^0. If £ is

somewhere dense in Bf, then there exists an open set A in M" such that A O Bf # 0

and A nBr c £. By the preceding argument, £ is nowhere dense in the set of

branch points at which the Jacobian matrix has rank at least n—2. Then

AnBfC R„-3. Thus, if we still denote/| A by/, it suffices to prove that Bs d: Rn_3

(ifBf*0).
First suppose that Bf c R0. Given xe Bf, let g be a pseudo-covering map given

by [5, p. 530, (2.2) and p. 529, (1.4)] on a neighborhood F of x, Vez E", such that

g |g~1(g(Bg)) is a homeomorphism and g(V) = E. Then g(Bg)=£g(x) [5, p. 535,

(5.6)]. It follows (see the first paragraph of the proof of (1.3)) from A. P. Morse's
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theorem [10] that for every point u in g(Bg) — g(x) (and therefore in g(R0)), there

exists a closed n-cube A such that: q(x)eint X,u<fcX, its faces are parallel to the

coordinate (n — l)-planes, and those faces are disjoint from g(R0). The restriction

of g to each component of g_1 (bdy A) is a covering map onto bdy A, and

therefore that map is a homeomorphism. Sincex 6 Bq, the degree of¡ g is at least two ;

since Fc£", g_1(bdy A) separates F into at least three components, each of

which maps onto one of the components of £" — bdy A ( = g(V) — bdy A). This

contradicts the fact that g\g~1(g(Bg)) is one-to-one, so that Bf<£R0.

Thus Bf<£R„_i, for n = 3. We continue by induction on n. If n = 4 and

Bf c R„_3, then there exists x in Bf at which the Jacobian matrix has rank at least

one. We may suppose, by restriction, that the rank is at least one everywhere, and

that/is the g of (1.1) for q = 1. Let y be the (n — l)-plane of (1.1) that contains x.

Let n =f\y, and let <2„-4 be the set of points in y at which the Jacobian matrix

of ñ has rank at most n — 4; then, by the second conclusion of (1.1), y n R„-3 = Q„-4-

Since Bkczy C\Bf, BhcQn_4, contradicting the inductive hypothesis. Thus

Bf <£ R„_3 for n 2: 3 (unless Bf = 0), yielding the second conclusion.

The following extension of the inverse function theorem was proved in [4].

For n = 2 the analytic function f(z) = z2 is an obvious counterexample.

2.2. Corollary. Suppose that f:E"-»£", n ^ 3, feC and dim(R„_,) = 0

(R„-í is the set of zeros of the Jacobian determinant). Then f is a local homeo-

morphism.

2.3. Corollary. Iff:£"->£" is light and C, then Bf = 0, dim(Bf) = n - 2,

or dim(Bf) = n — 1; the last case occurs if and only iff is not open.

Proof. Since BfcR„_x, dim(f(Bf)) ^ n - 1 (by (1.3)); since / is light,

dim(Br) á n - 1. If dim(f(Bf)) ^ n - 2, then/is open [5, p. 531, (2.4)], so that

either Bf = 0 or dim(Br) = n - 2 (by (2.1)). Thus, dim(/(Br)) = n - 1 if and

only if/ is not open [5, p. 531, (2.3)]. If, in this case, dim(£y) < n — 1,

then the Jacobian determinant off would be either non-negative or nonpositive

everywhere; thus (1.7) / would be open. As a result, dimiB^) = n — 1 if and only if

/ is not open.

2.4. Corollary. There exists a light open map f:E5->E5 which is not

topologically equivalent to any C5 map.

The map is that given by [6, p. 620, (4.3)], so that Bf is not a 3-manifold at

any point. If/were equivalent to a C5 map, then at a dense set of its points Bf

would be locally a 3-manifold (2.1).

2.5. Remarks. Given a C map/:£"->£", its directional derivative at x in

the direction of the nonzero vector (ax,a2, ■■■,a„) is the length of the vector whose

7'th component is X"=1a;D,//(x)- If ^ is a homeomorphism, it is called quasi-
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conformai if (*) there exists B > 0 such that, for every point x in £" and pair of

vectors (directions) at x, the ratio of the directional derivatives is less than B.

(This definition is equivalent to that given in [8].) A nonconstant complex analytic

function/satisfies condition (*) (for B = 1) except on Br, which consists of isolated

points. Thus, it would be natural to call quasi-conformal (or quasi-analytic) light

maps in £" (n > 2) which satisfy condition (*), except at those points at which

all directional derivatives are zero, i.e., R0. We now observe that the only such

C maps are local homeomorphisms (for n > 2).

Suppose that/is C", light, and not a local homeomorphism. lfR„_1 cz RQ, then

dim(i?„_1) ;£ 0 (by (1.3)). Thus/is a local homeomorphism (2.2), contradicting

the supposition. If R„-t <£ RQ, then there exists x at which the rank of Jacobian

matrix is k, where 0 < k < n. It follows from the definition of rank that there

exist two vectors at x for which one directional derivative is positive, and the other

is zero. Thus/does not satisfy condition (*).

We also remark that, except for local homeomorphisms, no C" light open

map is generic in the sense of Thorn [14].

3. Some examples. Examples are given now to show that the exceptional

set of dimension n —3 in (2.1) and the compactness hypothesis in (1.8) are

necessary.

3.1. Lemma. Given ôq>0 (q = 1,2,•••), there exists a Cœ map {¡/'.E1 -»El

with the following properties:

(1) \j/ is an even function,

(2) \¡/(r) = 0 if and only if r = 0,

(3) \jj'(r) > Ofor r > 0, and

(4) the ith derivative i¡/(i)(r) ̂  ôq (0 ^ r f^lj q;i = 0,1,■■■ ,q; where \¡i(0) = \¡i).

The proof is omitted.

3.2. Lemma. Given zq > 0 (q = 1,2, •••), there exists a C00 homeomorphism

h:E"-*E" such that on each set S(0, ljq) (where 0 is the origin) all h¡ and all

partial derivatives of order at most q are bounded by eq.

Proof. Consider the class § of all functions h : E" -* £" such that h¡(x) = \j/(r) ■ xt,

where r = x2 + x\ + ••• + x2 and i/z-.E1-*E1 is any C°° function. On each set

S(0, 11 q) there exists constants X¡ > 0 such that each h¿ in £) and all its partials of

order at most q are bounded by ~Lj=0 Xj\\l/U\r(x))\. Let ôq < eqf 2Zf=¿Xj

(q = 1,2, •••), and let u>0 be given by (3.1) for {ôq}. Let h,(x) = i/^rO-Xj.That nisa

homeomorphism follows from conclusions (2) and (3) of (3.1).

3.3. Lemma. Let U and L be, respectively, open and closed subsets of £".

Letf: U-* E" be continuous, C°° on U — L, and constant on U (~)L; let V be a

bounded open subset of U such that V cz U. Then there exists a homeomorphism

h:E"^ E" such that the restriction hf\ Ve C°°.
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Proof. Throughout, symbols such as V refer to closure in £". Suppose that

f(L) = 0. Let A, = Vnf~l(S(0, 1 / q)), let Aq - (A, OF)- A,+ 1, and choose

aq (0<aq = 1) less than the distance d(Aq,L) (q = 1,2, •••). We will define h so

that the partial derivatives (of all orders) of hf\ V, call it F, are zero on LCt V; h

will be given by (3.2), where we need now specify the eq (q = 1,2, •••).

The component functions (e.g., £,) will be considered partíais of order zero.

Suppose h is given by (3.2) for eq = e4>0 = l/<j. For x e Aq, f(x) e S(0, l/q), so

that |E;(x)| < l/q (i = 1,2,—,»).

Now suppose that numbers eqm > 0 (q = 1,2,••• ; m = 0,1, •••,&; fc fixed) have

been defined so that

(1) any homeomorphism given by (3.2) for {eq¡k} will satisfy (a) | P(x) | < 1 / q,

for all x e Aq and all partials P of F with order m at most the minimum of k and q,

and (b) P(x°) = 0, for x° e L;

(2) e,, m. < e9m, whenever m < m'; and

(3) £,,m = £M, whenever m ><j.

Let this property of the sequence {£„,„,} (m = 0,1, • • -, fc) be called tyk (k — 0,1,- ■ •) ;

we have seen that there exists {eij0} satisfying ty0. We proceed by induction.

Assuming a sequence {e4>m} (m = 0,1, •••,&) satisfying ^3t, we will find numbers

£<,,*+i (î"U"') such that {eg>m} (m = l,2,---,k + 1) satisfies <p4+1.

Given any partial P of F with order fc, a natural number) 0' « l,2,—,n), and

x° e£,

D,P(x°)=   lim   ^^°
J    v     ' o 0

**-»**    Xj- — Xj-

(since P(x°) = 0, by %(l)). Given x in ^?,

\P(x)\   ^\P(x)\
I .01 a«

Now each such P is on F— La sum of products of partials off and of h, all of

orders at most k, each term having at least one partial of n as a factor. Since Ä

is compact and AqC\L—0, there is a uniform bound on the partials of / of

order at most k. For q = k, let eqk+1 = eqq; for q > k, let eqk+x be chosen small

enough sothateiit + 1 ̂  £9l and, for any h given by (3.2) for eq¡k + 1, \P(x)\/aq < l/q

(for all xeAq and for all partials P of order at most fc, a finite number of choices

required for each q). Since Lu [Jqx=iAq is a neighborhood of L, and since

P|L= 0, all the partials of £ of order at most k + 1 are 0 on L, for h given by

{e,j([+,}. It follows that {ei>m} (m = l,2,---,fc + 1) satisfies ^3fc+i.

Positive numbers eqm (q, m = 1,2, ••• ) are defined, and the desired n is the one

given by (3.2) for eq = £«,„; all its partials are zero on L.

To prove that £ e C,00 it is sufficient to prove that each partial P is continuous
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on L; let k be the order of P. By tyk(l), \P(x)\ < 1/q (xeAq; q = k,k + 1, —),

so that P(x) -* 0 as x -* x°, x° e L.

3.4. Corollary. There existsf:E3 ->£3,/ C00, light and open, such that Bf

has a point component.

The map given in [6, p. 614, (3.3)] is topologically equivalent to a map simplicial

except at the origin 0, and thus it is equivalent to a map C°° except at 0.

From (3.3) we have the desired result.

Although Bj- need not be locally connected, it follows from (2.1) that for

f:E3-*E3,fC3, light and open, each component K ofB¡ is locally connected. (Sup-

pose that K is not locally connected; then it contains [20, p. 19, (12.3)] a subconti-

nuum H such that K is not locally connected at any point of H. At each point x of

H — E, where £ is the exceptional set of (2.1), there exists a neighborhood U

such that the restriction/| U is a canonical map Fnd. Since Hd U is a tame arc,

we have a contradiction.)

The example whose branch set has a Cantor set of point components [6, p. 614]

is also equivalent toaC00 map. (Appropriate modifications of (3.2) and (3.3) are

required.)

For another example of a C00 (3-to-l) open map, let z be a complex variable,

t real, and let/:£3 -* E3 be defined by

f(z,t) = (z3 - 3zéf2'"2sin2r_1,i).

Then (with z = x + iy) Bf is the union of the curves x = +e~'   sin i_1 in the

(x — r)-plane. still another example is given in (2.4).

The following remark answers in the negative question II of [13, p. 266].

3.5. Remark. There exists a C°° 3-ro-l open map f:E3 ->E3 which is not

topologically equivalent to any real analytic map.

We use the map above for which Bf has a Cantor set X of point components, or

one with a sequence of point components converging to a point. It follows from

(1.1) (see the proof of (2.1)) that X c R0. Suppose that/is real analytic. Then R0

is an analytic set (the zeros of J!nJ(Djf¡f), and thus [3, p. 141] is locally connected.

Since dim(.R0) = 0 (1.3), we have a contradiction.

3.6. Theorem.   There exists a C™ open mapf:E2-+E2 which is not light.

Proof. The domain of / will actually be the square S given by | x | < 1 and

|y| < 1; let L be the intersection of the y-axis with S. Let r1 (j = 1,2,•••) be

any countable dense subset of L— {0}, and let h : S -* S be given by n(x, y) = (x,xy).

If XJk (j, k = 1,2, • • • ) are the subsets of h(S) defined by

J-l i -a \ l-\
2-2   c»-Dáxá   (±.\ .2-2   (»-n

then their closures are mutually disjoint and each
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AJ.itcS(0,3-2"2J"1(2t~1)).

Let g:h(S)^E2 be a map such that

(1) g | (h(S) - {0}) is a C00 local homeomorphism,

(2) g\(h(S) - \JjikXj¡k) is the identity map,

(3) g(Xj<k) cz SOO^^-2^2*-^), and

(4) there exists a point puk common to n_1(Aj- k) and the line y = r' such that

g(h(pJ'k)) = 0(j,k=l,2,-).

(By (1) and (3) g is continuous at 0.)

Given any neighborhood U of H, there exists pi,keU; since g(h(rJ)) = 0, it

it follows from conditions (1) and (4) tha tgn(rJ)eint(gn(l/)). Since the rj are

dense in L, and since gh \(S — L) is a (C00) local homeomorphism, gn is open.

The result follows from (3.3).

Remark. Given any three natural numbers ;', fc, and n such that (1)

0 <¡j ^ min(fc - 1, n - 2), (2) 1 ̂  k g n - 1, and (3) n = 2, modifications of the

above argument yield a nonlight Cœ open map/ : £" -> £" for which dim(/(By)) =_/

and dim(B{) = fc.

3.7. Remark. If / : £"-► £" is C" open, but not light, then for every k

(fc = 1,2, ■••) there exists x such fhat/_1(x) consists of isolated points, at least

fc in number. The proof is similar to that of (1.8).

4. A counterexample to a statement of Stoilow. In [13] S. Stoilow states that,

if/:£3->£3 is light open, then dim(Bj-)^ 1. His proof employs the following

lemma [13, pp. 263-264]: Let x e£3, and let Bp be the geometric ball of radius p

and center /(x). Then there exists r > 0 and a compact neighborhood D of x

such that/1D is open and/(D) = Br. There exist positive numbers ex and e2 such

that the number of components of f~i(Bp) is the same for all p with 0 < e, <p<e2.

Moreover, for any such set of numbers e, ,e2, and p, each component off~1(bdy(Bp))

is a 2-manifold. The last statement is false in general.

It appears that a modification of the proof of (2.1) using this statement would

yield (2.1) for n = 3 and / light open but not necessarily differentiable. For this

reason it seems worthwhile to give a counterexample here.

We write £3 as E1 x C, where C is the complex plane, and let Xm be the set of

(t,z) such that either |r|^2"m and |z|^2~m, or 2~m = t = 3-2_m_1 and

|z-2~m_1| ^2~m-1 (m = l,2,..-). Then Am + 1 c int(Am), and there exists a

homeomorphism n:£3^£3 such that Km = n(bdy(Am)) is a geometric 2-sphere

about the origin 0. The map n£3>2 is the desired counterexample /, since

f-\Km) ( = £J_2    (bdy (AJ)) is not a 2-manifold while/" \h(Xm)) is connected

(m-1,2, •.-).'
Stoilow uses a characterization of compact 2-manifolds in £3 due to Wilder

[18, Theorem 21], and the sets/_1(Km) fail to satisfy the first conclusion of that

theorem. With a suitable modification of the sets Xm, the sets/_1(Kra) also fail

to satisfy the second conclusion.
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Added in Proof. J. Väisälä has kindly pointed out to the author the following

simple example of a C00 map/:£2->£2 which is open but not light (cf. 3.6).

For z = x + iy and x # 0,/(z) = exp(— zjx3);f(iy) = 0. Except on the imaginary

axis /is a local homeomorphism.

In Images of critical sets, Ann. of Math. (2) 68 (1958), 247-259, Arthur Sard

considers maps/ of [/•••£" into Ep. He proves under very general differentia-

bility hypotheses that if Rk is the countable union of sets of finite Hausdorff

(k + l)-measure, then the (k + l)-measure of f(Rk) is 0. It follows [9, p. 104]

that dim(J(Rk)) ^ k. Thus, in this case (1.3) is the consequence of a more general

result. In general, however, Rk need not be the countable union of sets of finite

(k + l)-measure.

The author is grateful to Professor Sard for bringing this paper to his attention.
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